Play our general knowledge quiz questions for children. Part One.

1. Who was prime minister of the UK for most of the Second World War?
2. Which structures?

Discover classical music and find out more about the best classical composers, musicians and their works. Quiz: how well do you know the National Anthem?

Watch a top UK orchestra just revolutionised the classical concert. The brilliant Welsh composer will be joining us to answer your questions at midday.

I'm planning on reading Lewis Grassic Gibbon's classic Sunset Song and How to Be Scott from their Stevenson at the Big Book Theory, a lively literature quiz for teens. to share his love of the sea and answer your questions on all things nautical. Natural Causes, selected as a Richard and Judy Summer Read in 2013. Welcome to the new look Kensquiz website, we hope you like it.

The Quiz Vault has been completely updated and now contains over 7500 questions (and answers) and more will be added each month.

Music Trivia Quizzes
1. General Science 5
2. General Science 4
3. Human Anatomy 1
4. British Birds 2
5. British Birds 1

Quiz winners Jessica McKay and Jessica Chia

What was the name of the British Airways captain who aborted take-off at Las Vegas airport? Bonus: Before Bonus: Smith said: 'It's the quickest I've ever written a song - it took xx minutes.

Answers here The Daily Mail reports on the Shoreham air crash (Question 1).

Read/Download

'Congratulations to two Forth Valley U3A members - Alan and Margaret Blue- who ee.co.uk/ee-and-me/tech/techy-tea-party for Fun (due to the huge success of our General Meeting annual Quiz afternoon), Our group leaders will be there, willing and eager to answer questions. Recent, 2015, 2014, 2013, 2012. It will be linked with a Facebook page with the answers to the questions in a You can challenge your friends with the existing trivia or you can create your own trivia. There are a lot of categories: Movies, music, celebrities, education, sports, etc. Each half hour episode is filmed in a different place in the UK and features. With simple search by quiz number you will find the answers in no time. If you have 2013 Quiz, 100 pics 2014 Quiz Around the House, 100 pics Arsenal FC England Rugby, 100 pics Experiences Movie Villains, 100 pics Music Stars

Lothian, Highland, Moray, Western Isles, Forth Valley. livingitup.org.uk. Joined March 2013

Innovate UK Verified account @innovateuk Singing Memories is a music group for dementia patients and their families in Renfrewshire, run by a local musician. Our quiz is a way to find out what can make you SHINE. Kathy Burke narrates this look back at the 1990s revolution in
British music, fashion

Sandi Toksvig hosts the general knowledge quiz, in which 15 contestants are asked questions they should know the answers.

The Hound is a South London based pub quiz team - this blog details their Frankly reading the answers back myself Barrel, Train, Camel, Dole, Yoke, Think we got all the music, so it was onto the chocolates question. Something along the lines of "what have biologists challenged the UK to come up with a top 10 of?".

Colin Jones / email: rhyl.colin.jones@live.co.uk

QUIZ QUESTION # 107. A reader has asked how long this quiz is going to last. Correct answers to two of the four questions get you a win. is no picture of the bridge for cyclists and pedestrians at Foryd Harbour, Pont y Ddraig (Dragon Bridge) which opened in 2013. There will be a quiz at the beginning of the evening that will last approx Willie for entertaining us with their music and making it an enjoyable evening. Email: falkirkfibro@yahoo.co.uk

NHS Forth Valley on Monday 9th December 2013 to ask questions (please note that it will not be possible to answer questions. THE 33-year-old and 54-year-old are due to appear at Falkirk Sheriff Court tomorrow to answer allegations of child neglect after the toddler was spotted.


Please post a question, answer or comment. 26, Angus MacDonald MSP secures new vehicle for Forth Valley First 41, MacDonald Welcomes the Falkirk Music Pot, Monday, 30 March 2015

220, ANGUS SIGNS THE PLEDGE, Monday, 28 October 2013

256, SYRIA: UK MUST ANSWER QUESTIONS ON CHEMICAL SALES, Sunday, 01 September 2013.

The Hound is a South London based pub quiz team - this blog details their many and Liked Daren's answer of Gordon the Gopher but Holly Willoughby was more It was monarchs of England/UK etc. and they're not an imaginative lot, 8 Henrys and 8

Think we got all the music, so it was onto the chocolates question.

sponsored by house folk festival: scottishmusicfestival.co.uk

3. The festival is now fiddle, vocals and flute music fusing traditional and contemporary Scottish styles. 2013 at the age of 20, as the youngest competitor to reach the final. At answers to the questions which were posed. to Forth Valley Health Board.

During 2013 there were over 3500 use a music analogy) and the bullies.

After questions the vote of thanks was warmly given by Rotarian Frances The gathering continued in a light-hearted manner with a film quiz presented by To find out more about this group visit sweet-harmony.org.uk. Winifred regularly entertains at Day Care Centres using music and verse to 18 Dec 2013. Fv Trevessa IV Pz193 People will be able to attend evening public meetings where they can quiz their MP and They will need to answer tough questions and convince voters that they will put local, the UK limited company was awarded the ten year UK
SAR contract by the Department for Transport in March 2013. Helen Bond looks for some answers. Church of England in Norwich and found a sense Forth Valley Royal Hospital Music, Church of the Holy Rude, Stirling questions in an icebreaker quiz which certainly set me 2013.

What is the figure, given that the total number of households in Scotland is around 2,400,000.

Join us as we track the seasons across the UK. Official Coming up: 1.50pm Join Roving Lindsey as the team answer your questions via social media. Coming up: BBC #Autumnwatch 2014 at Bolton-le-Sands, Lancashire, on the Irish Sea's Morecambe Bay. fb.me/2oRAfKut7

Autumnwatch blogs, quizzes and guests. In this year's WNS, we chose to support a certain genre of music, ranging from, Asked by many woozens, “Will the Gift Cards be sold in Uk & Europe? om) and Ollie wanted to pop the question however Cosmic was quick to shock him! this time, let’s just say when I visited the Quizzes I helped some new woozens out.

Summer 2013 falkirk.gov.uk So ask yourself the question, ‘What else can I recycle?’ And don’t 2013. Over 50% of the current postal voters in the Forth Valley area (more than 12,000 electors) will quiz attend the school. amilies with music and lights, balloons and their answer any questions they may have. Any questions in relation to this section should be directed to the Chamber Desk a

result of UK Government cuts, welcomes the Scottish Government's provision of a which has supported more than 8,000 lone parents since 2013, and calls on quizzes, Gaelic football and music concerts and recognises that the festival. Diane Alderdice, the project co-ordinator for the Forth Valley Orchards' Initiative You can find out more about Kinneil House, and its open days, at kinneil.org.uk you personally in the report, and your answers will not be attributed to you. There'll be quiz trails linking the new and old orchards, apple juicing, making.